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 A: Check out the examples on the Visual Prolog site - there are some pretty nice examples of how to write visual prolog code in VS Code. We have also written our own implementation in Visual Studio Code, using the YAP Prolog compiler. This is available on GitHub here. We used the following visual features: Language Server Protocol CodeLens CodeAction Preview Features which we use:
Plugin: CommonClangExtension Plugin: LanguageServer Plugin: Prolog Plugin: VSINativeSidebar Plugin: Sink API Plugin: VisualProlog The integration was easy and pretty straight forward. Note that the language server is not fully functional (or the documentation is lacking) yet. I'm also doing this. I am using the following extensions Visual Prolog: VS Code Language Server: 1. Field of the

Invention The present invention relates to a structure for housing an electronic device in an apparatus. More specifically, the present invention relates to a structure for housing an electronic device in a housing that houses an apparatus, such as a game apparatus. 2. Description of the Related Art In general, in an apparatus, such as a game apparatus, for which a game is played by operating a plurality of
operating members, it is preferable to provide an operating space where the plurality of operating members are arranged for easy use, in order to improve operability. A game apparatus with a housing disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 2004-26636 and an electronic device housing structure disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 2004-155905 are known as
structures for housing an electronic device in an apparatus, such as a game apparatus. A game apparatus disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 2004-26636 includes a housing that has an approximately rectangular shape and that houses an apparatus. Inside the housing, an electronic device is housed, and this electronic device is arranged such that a pair of first operating members

for operating the electronic device are provided in a position that is relatively close to the user 82157476af
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